
 

 

HALF DAY TOUR 

AHMEDABAD HERITAGE WALK – GANDHI ASHRAM. 

Heritage Walk: Ahmedabad was declared as the First World Heritage City in India in 2017 and one of the 

most attractive thing is the Heritage Walk of Ahmedabad. Heritage Walk was started in 1997 to make 

aware about the hidden treasures in the old city of Ahmedabad. Heritage walk starts  at 7.30 am from 

Hindu Swaminarayan Temple in Kalupur area of Ahmedabad and ends at the Jama Mosque of 

Ahmedabad with hundreds of Pols and Jain Temples on the way. Therefore, the walk is also called the 

‘Mandir se Masjid Tak’ walk. This 1.5 kms walk takes around 2 and a half hours to complete with passing 

through many Cul-de-sacs and intricate wooden carved Havelis. The real essence of the first World 

Heritage city of India lies in its Pols and a guided heritage walk would be the perfect way to understand 

this amazing city. 

 

Hutheesingh Jain Temple: One of the most beautiful Jain temples in Gujarat, Hutheesingh Jain Temple 

in Ahmedabad was constructed in 1848 by Sheth Hutheesingh and his wife Harkunvarba Shethani. It was 

constructed at an estimated cost of 1 Million Indian Rupees with Premchand Salat being the chief 

architect. The Temple has been dedicated to worship Dharamnath who was the 15th Tirthankar as per 

the Jain Religion. This artistic temple is filled with intricate carvings in each and every corner with 

perfect attention to details. The entrance of the temple is the most striking feature of the temple with 

its unbelievable piece of carving on the whole gate. The main temple that lies on the eastern end of the 

temple comprising of stunningly three carved spires that are been encircled with 52 mini shrines to 

other renowned Tirthankars of Jainism. The temple has infused modern and traditional elements for 

creating a divine background. Drop as per schedule. 


